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lNTRODUCTCON 

Thore is a variety of operations and processes in industry 
in which gas as a <lispers d phase plays an important part; 
and it is the purpose of this symposium to bring together such 
data as are avai lable upon the properties and behaviour of 
suoh a phase and to indicate by some practical examples its 
role in mechanical, physical and chemical processes. In 
order to define the soope of the subject more closely, it will be 
convenient at the outset to adopt a rough classification based 
upon the functon of t he dispersed phase in various types of 
system, as follows : 

I 
Liquid. 
Foam. 

Dispersed Phase. 

I 
Mechanical. 

Air Lift Pump. 
Afr Agitator. 

I 
I 

Gas. 
Bubbles. 

_ I_ 
I 

Physical. 
Ore Flotation. 

Aeration. 
Liquid Separa
tion by phase 

change. 

I 
Chemical. 

Gas Separation 
by chemical 

reaction. 
Gas Absorp

tion and 
Reaction 

(e.g., Hydro
genation). 

As a general rule, in ol?erations employing gas as a dispersed 
phase, th size and shape of bubbles, the prop rties of inter
faces and tho relative motion of the two phas s are matters 
requiring consideration ; and, in this, tho introductory papor 
of the Symposium, tw examples will be discussed in which 
mechu.ni al work and gas absorption processes, respectively, 
are involved. 

Probably the best-known practical application of a dis
persed gas phase for performing work is that r pr sentod by 
the air-lift pump. Although this simpl device was first 
describ d some 200 y •ars ago, it was not until the spectacular 
growth of tho oil industry about the middle of tho 19th 
century that it oame into extonsivo uso as a convenient and 
economic method of pumping large quantities of viscous liquid. 
An account of its operation is to be found in an early pat nt 
by Frizell1 (1880) and a more detailed discussion of the under
lying theory in ~ late~ p~tent by Pohle2 (1886). Since that 
date, numerous mvest1gat10ns have been carried out with a 
view to improving its design and performanc . 

In principle, the pump oon~ist~ of a U-tube, one arm of 
which contains homogeneous hqmd and the oth r, the rising 
main, a Jess d nse two-phase system of air and liquid. When 
the t.wo columns are ha.lane d, there will be a difference of 
level in the arms due to the difference in density. The aera-

tion of t he liquid is effected in a footpiece which in most 
modern design takes the form of a perforated cylinder or cone 
in11ertP.d into the rising main . 

It will be evident. that to design the footpiece so as to give 
an optimum size and distribution of bubbles a knowledge is 
reqttired of the mechanism of bubble formation, the velocity 
with ~hie~ they rise in a column of still liquid as a functi~n 
of their size and the properties of the liquid and the slip 
between bubble and liquid when both are travelling in the 
same direction. Data of a similar kind are needed for the 
design of air-agitating plant and for carrying out the various 
physical and chemical processes mentioned above. 

Whilst a considerable amount of data exists on the properties 
of b~bbles, it is by no means complete or even concordant 
and it has, therefore, been found necessary ,in some instances 
to repeat the earlier work and to extend the range of 
observations. 

1. THE MECHANISM OF BUBBLE FORMATION 

(a) The relation between the volume of a bubble and the size of 
the orifice at which it is farmed 

The formation of a bubble is associated with the growth of 
an interface in an environment subjected to the hydraulic 
pressure of a head of liquid ; the gas under pressure is usually 
rntroduced through a conduit, which in the simplest case 
terminates in a circular orifice, and forms a succession of 
bubbles which break away from the solid- liquid- gas inter
face and thereafter travel as separate entities in the liquid. 
There are two cases requiring consideration, namely, (1) that 
in which the bubble is formed at such a rate that its buoyancy 
can be balanced against the surface forces tending to hold 
it on the orifice, and (2) that in which the velocity of the gas 
passing th.rough the orifice is such as might give rise to a 
pressure within the bubble at the moment of release greater 
than that corresponding with the hydrostatic head of the 
liquid and its surface tension. In the first case, there will 
be a simple relationship between the sizes of bubble and 
orifice; in the second, the size of the bubble may depend 
inter alia upon the velocity of the gas stream and upon 
viscosity, momentum and frictional effects. 

Case I - Low gas velocity 
The measurement of the maximum pressure required to 

liberate a bubblo from a capillary orifice has been used as the 
basis of a method for determining t he surface t ension of liquids 
and accounts of the theory and application of the method 
have been given by Cantor, Ferguson, Schroedinger, Sugden 
and others. (For references see Sugden, J .O.S., 1922, 858.) 
In carrying out a determination, the orifice is orientated 
vertically downwards and the hydrostatic head of liquid is 
kept small. In these circumstances, the bubbles from 
orifices of even small diameter tend to be distorted by buoyancy 
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forces holding them against the walls ai;i~ corrections a.re 
necessary for their departure from spher~c1ty. In the. air
lift pump the arrangements are some:vhat drffercnt, the orifices 
normally facing si~ew'.1-ys ?r vertically upwards and the 
hydrostatic head of hqmd bemg large. Bubbles formed under 
these conditions tend to preserve a spherical shape at the 
moment of detachment up to much larger sizes than in the 
previous case (cf. Plate 1 (d)). It is thus possible to obtain 
a simple approximate relationship between the volume of 
bubble and the size of orifice. 

If the bubble is assumed to be spherical and of radius R 
at the moment of release, then, if the axis of the circular orifice 
at which it is formed is vertical, the buoyancy force acting 

upon it is given by ~n R3pg, where pis the deusity of the liquid 

(or more accurately the di:ffereuce between the densities of 
liquid and gas). This force is balanced by a surface teusion 

force, 2nry (cos O)f (~). where r is the radius of the orifice, 

'( is the surface tension of the liquid, e is the angle of contact 

at the triple interface and J ( ~) is a shape factor which, for a 

sphere, has the value l. (Note: a is the square root of the 

capillary constant 
2Y). 
pg 

If it be further assumed that there is perfect wetting of 
the orifice by the liquid, i.e., e = 0, the two forces may be 
equated: 

4: 
3 n R3pg = 2 nry 

from which 

R = G~)1rJ .. ......................... (1) 

In the case of a system air-water at 20° C. 
r = 9·05 R3 

or~ = 0·231 

where V is the volume of the bubble and D the diameter of 
the orifice. 

At this point, attention may be drawn to two further 
assumptions implied in Equation (1), namely, that no forces 
other than buoyancy contribute to the release of the bubble 
and that the surface tension of an expanding surface is 
approximately that of the corresponding static or equilibrium 
value. It may also be noted that the bubble does not 
necessarily rest on the upper edge of the orifice until the 
moment of release but may develop a neck which retreats 
into the gas channel somewhat as shown in Plate 1. (a) and 
(b) show two stages of bubble growth and release. 

It is apparent that, in ases in which the liquid w?ts the 
material from which the orifice is constructed, the thiokucss 
of wall of the orifice will be without influence on the size of 
the bubble produced. 

There is little experimental data in the literature ~o p rrnit 
of a rigorous test ofEquation (1): Maier3 has carried ou~ a 
number of experiments on small orifices, us.ual~y not exe eding 
0·07 em. in diameter, and Owen4. and wmdin5 record a few 
measurements for orifices of diameters in the range 0 · 03-
0·95 cm. The results, where comparison is possible, differ 
so widely as&<> make a repetition of.the work de~irable. yYc 
have therefore carried out a series of expenm nts with 
orific~s of diam~ter from 0·022- 0·519 cm., thus cove.i:ing the 
range of sizes used by tho workers mentioned ~bove. ~he 
orifices employed consisted of selected glass capillary tubmg 

cut and ground flat, but not polished. Each orifice was care
fully examined and only those showing a circular section free 
from irregularities were employed. The volume of a bubble 
was obtained by collectmg and measuring the gas from a given 
numb r of bubbles. The values so obtained were checked 
by a photographic method in the case of bubbles small enough 
to be taken as spherical. Before each series of determinations, 
gas was bubbled through the liquid for at least 1 hour to ensure 
equi li brium in the liquid phase. 

The results are summarised. in 'fable I, which also contains, 

'fam~E I 
Showing relat'ion between the sizea of bubbles and the orifice at wl1ich they 

ai-e formed 

Diameter 
Volum s (ml. ) 

v 
Maier3 Owen• Proa nL 

D (mu.) Swindin& 
work Jf 

·Oll ·0022 0. ] 
·022 ·0052 ·0038 0·23/0·17 
·030 ·OOJl 0·04 
·0340 ·0023 0·07 
·04 ·013 0·43 
·043 ·0445 ·0036 l·0/0·09 
·070 ·0602 O· 
·095 ·032 0·34. 
·132 ·045 0·34 
·179 ·054 0·30 
·211 ·064 0·30 
·296 ·100 0·34 
·345 ·0168 0·05 

·0220 0·06 
·450 ·140 0·31 
·519 ·228 0·44 
·538 ·134 0·24 

for comparison, the values recorded by Maier, Owen and 
Swindin. They are also shown graphically in Fig. 1. 

It will be observed that, whereas the results of previou!' 

workers give widely varymg valu s for the ratio ~' those by 

th authors give an approximately constant ratio, the ~veragc 
value being 0·33 as compared with 0·231 from Equation (1). 

The orientation of the orifice.- It will be recalled that in the 
derivation of Equation (1) it was assumed that the axis of 
the nozzle was vertical. If the axis be inclined to the vertical, 
the surface tension forces are operative only around a portion 
of the perimeter, the buoyancy forces tending to drag the 
bubble upwards across the plane of the orifice. The .effect 
is shown in Plate I (c) and (d), which show two stages m the 
growth of the bubble. It would be expected, therefore, that 
the size of bubble from a vertically orientated orifice would 
be greater than from a similar iJ10linod orifi?e, and ~hat this 
is the case may be seen from the curves on Fig. 2, which show 
bubble size as a functio11 of orifice diameter for horizontal 
and vertically orientated orifices. 

The shape of gas bubbles fonned at an orifice and rising in a 
column of liquid 

B fore considering Cas' 11, attention may be drawn to some 
properties of bubbles as a function of th ir size. 1'he following 
phenomena arc noticed when streams of bubbles are prod_noed 
from orifices orientated vertically upwards and of progress1voly 
mcreasing diameters : 

(1) For circular orific s up t 0·04 cm. diamet r, the 
bubbles are substantially sph rical an~ aft ran in~tial acoele;a
tion on r I ase travel upwards at a umform velocity, fo11owrng 
a v rtical path. 

(2) For rific s betw n O · 04 and 0 · 4 cm. diameter, . the 
bubbles are sph ri a l at th orifice, but on re.lease _rapidly 
assume an llip oidal shap with the long r axis hor1zoutal. 
In this form th y travel upwards, following a zig-zag path. 
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Hiyagi6 disagrees with this observation and assigns the bubbles 
a helical path which he attributes to harmonic oscillations 
within the bubble producing periodic changes in the inclination 
of its axis as it passes through the static spherical configuration. 
The observation made by the authors is that once the bubble 
has assumed the stable ellipsoidal form, its shape does not 
change appreciabl}", but it rocks to and fro about its shorter 
axis during ascent. The constancy of shape may be seen 
from Plate I (e), which shows a photograph of a stream of 
bubbles of air from an orifice 0 · 388 cm. in diameter, rising 
through a column of glycerine at a rate of 25 bubbles per 
minute. 

(3) With orifice diameters exceeding 0·4 cm., the bubbles 
become unstable. They may assume a symmetrical saucer 
shape as in Plate I (j), which relates to an orifice of 0 · 432 cm. 
diameter, the bubbles rising in water at the rate of 25 per 
minute; or, more frequentl y, an unsymmetrical shape as in 
Plate I (g). In the latter case, the size of bubble varies in a 
random manner, and their path becomes irregular; for the 
larger sizes, disruption may occur, with the formation of small 
satellite bubbles. 

(4) When the ratio, diameter of bubble: diameter of liquid 
column exceeds 0·75, the bubbles assume a cylindrical shape 
with an ogival head ann a fiat tail. The condition then 
approaches that seen in the Pohle air-lift, in which alternate 
pellets of gas and liquid rise in the eductor. 

The limiting conditions for the three characteristic modes 
of bubble ascent are dependent upon the properties of the 
liquid and, in particul!)r, its viscosity. Thus, for very viscous 
liquids, the bubbles tend to preserve symmetrical shapes up 
to much larger sizes than is the case with water and their path 
tends to remain vertical. 

As the bubbles rise through the liquid, they expand with 
diminution of the hydrostatic pressure and, in consequence, 
a bubble having a stable spherical or ellipsoidal form near 
the orifice may, on rising, expand into the region of instability. 

Gase 11.- High gas velocity 
As the rate (and pressure) of gas supply to an orifice is 

increased, the rate of bubble formation also increases and it 
might be anticipated that momentum and frictional effects 
would then become important and that the size of the bubble 
formed would, in consequence, be some function of the gas 
pressure. Maier, indeed, has concluded, from experimental 
observations covering a wide range of gas pressures, that 
there is no definite bubble size for a given orifice. This state
ment appears to require modification, both in the light of his 
results and of our own experiments. Maier has, in fact, 
postulated a form of equation for bubble size which requires 
it to pass through a maximum or minimum value with 
increasing rate of formation. Eversole, Wagner and 
Staokhom1e7 have also suggested that a part of the kinetic 
energy of the gas stream emerging into an expanding bubble 
may be converted into pressure enorgy which would help 
to inflate the bubble. 

We have found that, for orifices of diameters between 0·04 
and 0 · 4 cm., the size of bubbles formed at first diminishes with 
increasing rate, passes through a minimum and thereafter 
slowly increases up to a rate at which random size distribution 
sets in. This critical rate is approximately 500 bubbles per 
minute for orifices up to 0·04 cm. diameter and about one-half 
this rate for orifices of O·O 0·4. cm. diameter. The magnitude 
of the ffect may be seen from the data given in Table II, 
which relates to orifices of four different sizes and rates of 
from 1 to 125 bubbles per minute. Maier's results are 
inolud d in the Table for comparison. 

It has also been noted that for bubbles in this range of sizes 
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there is a rapid acceleration of velocity immediately on release 
to a value in excess of the terminal velocity, after which a 
retardation occurs. This phenomenon has not been investi
gated and further work is required in order to determine its 
cause. 

In a further series of experiments, the results of which are 
summarised in Table III, it will be seen that hydrostatic head 
has very little influence on the relation between rate of forma
tion and the size of bubble. 

TABLE III 
Volume of bubbles as a function of rate of formation at va.rioiis liydrosl.atic 

heads 
Orifice diameter = 0·141 cm. 

Number of bubbles 
formed per min. 

10 - • x volume of bubble (cc. ) at tho 
orifice for hydrostatic heads of: 

oms. ems. ems. oms. 

5 
9 

25 
60 
90 

125 

213 ·3 121 ·9 91 ·22 60·95 
308·6 307·5 305 ·2 306·8 
307· 3 307·0 308·2 305·4 
300·1 304·9 303·3 301 ·6 
268·9 262·2 263·8 266·3 
271·3 277 ·3 281·9 278·6 
283 ·9 281·4 286·0 282·7 
300·1 291·5 293·4 308·2 

Tlie Pressure inside a bubble at the moment of release 
The pressure, Pv inside a bubble at any moment during its 

formation at a capillary orifice will be related to the pressure, 
P2, of the gas supply, to the pressure, P3, in the liquid at 
rest at the orifice and to the pressure, p 4• of the liquid under
going acceleration at the interface. 

The following relations are found to hold, assuming perfect 
wetting: 
(a) when the meniscus is inside the capillary orifice 

2y 
P2 - P3 < - .......... .. ......... ...... ......... (2) 

r 
(b) when the bubble is expanding outside the orifice 

2y 
P1 - P3 > R ... .. ................ .. .... ... .. .... (3) 

I 2 
P1 - P3 = .;[ + (P4 - P3 ) ..... . ....... . .... (4) 

In general, the t erm (P 4 - P 3) can be neglected. 

During expansion, i will increase as R diminishes, whilst 

P1 will differ from P 2 by the pressure drop in the capillary. 

When the bubble has a hemispherical shape (R = r), ~ 
will be a maximum and the condition will be one of instability. 
It can be seen from Plate I (b) that, during the period of growth 
of the bubble and whilst (P1 - P3) is increasing, the bubble 
develops a concave neck which eventually collapses and 
releases the bubble from the orifice. The exact relationship 
between y and the maximum pressure in a bubble of shape 
other than spherical is given by Sugden (Zoe. cit.). 

The Influence of surface tension on bubble formation 
From Equation (1) we can write: 

v rry 
D = pg ....... .. .......... ......... ...... (?) 

and hence the volume of a bubble formed at a submerged 
orifice should, ceteris paribus, increase with the surface tension 
of the liquid. 

In order to test this relationship experimentally, it is 
necessary to find a series of liquids differing widely in surface 
tension but having approximately the same densities. For 
this purpose, we have employed water, ethyl alcohol and 
various aqueous alcohol mi tures, with results recorded in 
Table IV. 
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COMP,111..~\SON OF TME RELATIONS BE'TWEEN VOL.LIME OF sue.~LE AND 
DIAMETER. OF NOZZL.E A.T :-

l·O I 1-fOR.IZONTAL POSIT"ION OF NO'Z'Z.Le 
ll' VERTIC:A.L POSITION OF NOZ.Z.LE 

f.IR - W .... TER SVSTE.M , 

t O· 
r--. 
~ 
~ 
0... 

1I i= 
lU 0 
I 

I ... 
~ 
tLJ 
_J 

ma·4 
:J 
di 

IL 
0 

0 0 ·4 t·O c5·(0 o· 8 
OIA.. OF NOZZLE (CM) -

F IG. l 

v 
It will be noted that the values of Dare reasonably constant 

for all sizes of orifice and increase with y in accordance with 
Equation (5). The relationship between bubble volume and 
surface tension may be seen from Fig. 2 to be nearly linear 
over the whole range of surface tensions. 

The Influence of viscosity on bubble formation 
A number of investigations upon the iniiuence of viscosity 

on the size of bubbles formed at orifices have been described. 
Schnurmann8 measured the size of bubbles produced from 
porous earthenware and carbon filters immersed in a variety 
of liquids, including alcohols, acids, sugar solution, and certain 
electrolytes, and concluded that viscosity was the principal 
factor determining size. He failed, however, to take account 
of surface tension variations which have been shown to be 
an important contributory factor. 

Halberstadt and Prausnitz9, on the other hand, experi
menting with ether, aqueous glycerine, aqueous alcohol, 
Turkey red oil, toluene and other liquids, concluded that 
surface t ension, rather than viscosity, was the property deter
mining bubble size. 

We have re-examined the problem and, using a series of 
aqueous glycerine solutions having a wide range of viscosities, 
have shown that viscosity, per se, plays very little part in 
determining bubble size. For orifices of diameter 0·036-
0 · 63 cm., a hundredfold increase in viscosity ca uses a diminu
tion in volume of about 10 per cent. 

The experimental data are summarised in Table V. 

The Terminal velocity of bubbles 

It might be expected that no great difficulties would be 
encormtered in measuring experimentally the t erminal 
velocities of bubbles rising in a column of liquid. We shall 
see, however, that, in spite of numerous investigations, the 

T ABLE V. 

'l'he I nfluence of viscosity on the size of bubbles f orme,d, at submerge,d, orifices 
Properties of liquid medium Volume of bubble (co.) fo rmed at orifices of diameter: 

Percontage 
Viscosity of Glycerine Rurface Density ·036 ·060 ·097 · 141 ·198 ·270 ·388 ·432 ·520 ·630 

(by Wl'if(ht ) tension cm. om. om. cm. cm. om. om. om. cm. om. 
in water (poiFo) (dynos/cm.) (gms./co.) 

0 ·012 72·8 ·1)994 ·0072 ·0132 ·0198 ·0292 ·0399 ·0630 ·0984 ·0994 ·0988 ·1071 
65·0 · 154 68·3 l · 1700 ·0700 ·OllO ·0170 ·0250 ·0350 ·0570 ·0870 ·0900 ·0900 ·0950 
70·5 ·235 67·6 l · 1850 ·0700 ·0100 ·01 70 ·0245 ·0340 ·0550 ·0870 ·0870 ·0880 ·0930 
79·0 ·497 66·4- 1·2100 ·0068 ·0100 ·0150 · 0231 ·0332 ·0550 ·0850 . ·0850 ·0860 ·0930 
65·0 1·108 65 ·7 1 ·2200 ·0068 ·0080 ·0150 ·0220 ·0320 ·0540 ·0840 ·0850 ·0860 ·0900 
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CURVES SHOWING THE. RELATION BETWEEN VOLUME OF BUBBLE 
A.ND S~:R.FACE TENSION OF LIQUID. ../''°3 

1-0. 0 (5?. J 01-'·0f" 
D 4> -4St .~OZZLE 

L a :saa 

0 ·8 

0 ·19& NOZZL,l!.DtA. 

0·14' NO%ZL.e DIA 

~---i!P ____ 0·097 NOZZLE DIA 

_!II---~ _> 0 ·060 NOZZLE DIA 

; d:, 0 ·03GNOZZlE DI.A. 

10 2.0 30 40 so 60 
SU~FAC~ 1'EN.SION (DYNES/ CM). 

70 ~o. 

results recorded in the literature show a variation greater than 
can be accounted for by the experimental errors inherent in 
the methods employed. 

Experime1ital results 
· Measurements of terminal velocities have been made by 
Allen11, Bryn12, Hoefer13, Luchsinger14, Miyagi6, O'Brien and 
Gosline15, and the authors, under the conditions shown in 
Tal:,le VI. 

The results are shown graphically in Fig. 3. It will be noted 
that, except in the case of O'Brien and Gosline's results, the 
values of v1 at first increase rapidly with bubble size to a 
maximum, diminish to a minimum and thereafter increase 
slowly with increasing bubble size. The position of the 
maximum varies somewhat, both in respect of velocity and 
size in the different investigations. 

The factors which may be expected to influence the position 
and shape of the v, - R curve are : 

(1) Temperature, which alters the viscosity and surface 
tension of the liquid. Thus, for example, in the case of water, 
the viscosity between 10° C. and 20° C. diminishes by about 
23%. 

(2) Wall effect. There is abundant evidence that the ratio 

;e has a marked effect on velocity. It will bo seen from 

Table VI that, in the investigations referred to the diameter 
of the liquid columns employed varied over a wide rang . 

(3) T1trbule'lice. 'fhe curves in Fig. 3 cover rang s of 
streamline and turbulent motion, the boundari s of which 

Fm. 2 

cannot be accurately demarcated. An attempt has, however, 
bee?- made on the diagram to indicate approximately the 
reg10ns corresponding with the two types of motion. 

(4) Measurement of size of bubble. There is reason to 
suppose that accuracy in the measurement of bubble size has 
not always been achieved. Thus, Hoefer Cloe. cit.) and Owen 
(loo. cit.) have employed methods which are not capable of 
very great precision and the scatter of Hoefer's points in the 
range of small bubble size is probably attributable to error&. 
arising from this cause. There is also evidence to suggest that, 
during the passage of bubbles up the column of liquid, some 
solu~ion of gas may have occurred. Allen took special pre
caution to saturate the liquid before taking observations. 
Other workers do not always app ar to have pa.id muc}l 
attention to this factor. 

(5). Velocity. No great difficulty appears to have been met 
with m the d termiIJation of v locity by direct timing of the 
bubbles. There 1s, however, an error in this measurement 
arising from the fact that, exc pt in the case of very small and 
very large sizes, the bubbles do not rise vertically in the 
~iquid column, bu~ . take a zig-zag or spiral path. ~'he 
mstantaneous velocities ar , ther fore, usually greater than 
the average velocity which is record d. 

Tb fol lowing observations r late to th several inv stiga
tions : 

Allen (loc. cit. ) employ d a t ub of diameter 3 cm., and tho 
. Diam t r of bubble 

ratw Dimn t r of t ub included in his experiments cov red 

the rang ·~~5 . - ·0~ . . Over this range th bubbles app a.rod 
to have n r1g1 d1ty snmlar to that of a solid particle. 
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CUR.VES 9HOWING THE ~-i:l R.EL.~TIONS OBT~\NEO &Y OIFF"E.R.ENT "UTHOR.S. 
~ .._\R.·V'<llli>.TER. 'SYSTEM. 
~~.._.. 
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F:m. 3 

In the derivation of Stoke's equation, it is assumed that 
there is no slip at the surface of a solid sphere falling through 
water. In the case of a gas bubble rising through a liquid, 
there will, in general, be a finite velocity of the liquid on the 
outside of the boundary envelope duo to entrainment, and this 
will result in an increas d value of the terminal velocity. 
According to Hadamard16 and Rybczynski17, the true terminal 
velocity will be given by 

Vt }R2 g (p -~ p''[~~:{ ;~] ............. .. ... (6) 

the liquid and gas being considered as isotropic media of 
viscosities, '1j and 11'• respectively. p' is the density of the gas. 

The expression m squared brackets corrects for the effect 
on velocity of internal circulation due to viscous drag, has a 
value of approximately I· 5 when 'Y)/r/ is small and is 
~ndependent of the radius of the bubble. 

Allen proposed a somewhat similar modification of Stoke's 
:iuation, namely: 

_ R2 ~') [~R + 3'1JJ 
Vt - '[} '1j ~R + 2'1j .... ........... (7) 

where ~ = a coefficient of sliding friction. 
The expression in squared brackets has a value of approxi

mately 1 for large values of ~ and a value of I· 5 when ~ = O. 

Bouissinesqis, starting with the assump~io~ that .the 
viscosities of the gas and liquid are not isotropic m the neigh
bourhood of the boundary ~nvelope and that there is a surface 
viscosity, 'lla• which causes a resistance to motion in the surface, 
deduced the equation: 

v -~ R2g(e_ - p') ['ll• + R (~' + 31J)] . . .... (8) 
t - 9 'lJ 'lJ, + R 3YJ' + 21) 

According to this equation, the expression in squared brackets 
will change with increasing R from 1 to 1·5. The effect of 
surface viscosity would be to cause a thin boundary layer of 
water to travel upwards with the bubble and in the case of 
small bubbles would prevent relative motion in the boundary 
layer. . . 

Bond and Newton20 have tested Equation (6), usmg VIscous 
liquids, such as water-glass and golden syrup, and coll?-par~
tively large bubbles, and have found that the expr~ss10n m 
brackets has a value of unity for small bubbles and mcrea~es 
with R to an asymptotic value of about I· 43. They pomt 
out that, when 'l)/'l)' is small, allowance should be ma.de for 
the surface energy effect19, which is related to the dimensionless 

quantity (p - p') g RZ and that the smaller the ratio YJ/'l)' 
y 

the smaller is the value of the latter required to give transition 
from solid to fluid characteristics. 
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The radius at which a gas bubble in water ceases to behave 
as a solid particle is not known accurately* and may well 
vary with the degree of contamination of the surface and the 
resultant changes m surface viscosity as postulated by 
Raleigh12• 

Allen's experiments indicate that, up to a radius of 0·04 cm. 
(and for Reynolds numbers of less than 1 ), the relation between 
R and Vt is linear and, on extr(tpolating his data to zero 
velocity, the limiting radius is 0·0035 cm . 

Hoef er (loc. cit.) employed a tube of diameter 7·8 cm. 
and his experiments covered a range of bubble sizes from 
R = ·01 cm. to 1·34 cm. For the smaller diameter bubbles, 
his values for velocity are too high and are represented in the 
range R = 0·01 - 0·055 cm. by the empirical relationship 

Vt = 0·7256 RH ....•........... (9) 

for higher values of R , his results are generally confirmed by 
those of other workers. 

Miyagi, Bryn and Luchsinger (loc. cit. ) report data in fair 
agreement for bubbles · of radius exceeding 0· l cm., any 
differences being attributable to wall effects. 

Miyagi has derived a relationship between Vt and R by 
making the initial assumption that the resistance to motion 
varies as the square of the velocity and that a mass of water is 
entrained by the bubble. The equation of motion then 
becomes 

( V + ~ p V) ~:: = g (p - <1) V - rp (~)2 ...... CIO> 

where z is the upward displacement in t ime, t; 
a is the density of air ; 
p is the density of fluid ; 

<b is the coefficient of resistance depending on V ; 
k is a coefficient also depending on V ; 

and {- pV is the mass of water entrained by the bubbl 

As the terminal velocity is constant, it must be independent 
of t and is given by 

Vt = g~"Y_ ..... ... .... .. .. .... ... .... (11) 

wmch in C.G.S. unit, gives 
RS "' = 41109 Vt 

The coefficient of resistance is found to increase with the 
radius of the bubble as follows: 
R 0·025 0 ·12 0·176 0 ·205 0·265 0·334 oms. 
Vt 9·85 24·5 26·75 25·5 23·75 23· 35 oms./seo. 

<D,! 0· 257 0· 1087 0· 1779 O· 2378 0· 368 O· 5205 

Mi yagi has also shown that kR2 is a constant having a value 
0·054 when R is in ems., from which it follows that the mass 
of water carried up by a bubble is proportional to its surface 
area. 

O'Brien and Gosline (loc. cit. ) carried out experiments in 
tubes of diameters from 2·99 ems. to 15·24 ems. 1md showed 
that the wall effect in the case of narrow tubes tended to · 
exert a retarding effect on the rate of rise of bubbles. Thus, 
in a 2·99 cm. tube, the velocity for a bubble of radius 0·4. cm . 
was 21·5 cms./sec., whilst, for a bubble of radius l·l cm., 

• Note added in proo/.- Exooption has been takon by the Roforoo to 
tho above statement on tho grounds that aurfo.co viscosity ie not con
sidered in the hydro-dynamic theory whioh servos to o plain Bond and 
Newton's e perimontal results. It may be obsorvod on the ot~er ~and, 
that Boussinosq 's analysis implies that tho eto.tio surface tension is not 
dyn1imfoally elT otivo and that, as suggested by Klomm11, Bond and 
Newton's reAulte may oqu111ly woll bu o plained by a tlpondonoo of 
surface vieo<>aity and 1mrfaro tension. 
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it had fallen to 19 ems. /sec. In a tube of diameter 15 · 24 ems., 
over the same range of bubble sizes, the velocity increas d 
from 24·5 to 35 cms./sec. 

Relatfon between terminal velocity and. 1·adilts of b1tbble8 rising in waur 

Most of their experiments were carried out with com
paratively large bubbles rising in wat r, mineral, seal oil and 
livestock oil, and their results are in reasonable agreement 
with those of Hoefer, Miyagi and Luchsinger for the larger
diameter tubes. It will be noted, however, that in no ease 
do they obtain a clearly defined velocity maximum and no 
explanation can be foWld for this abnormality in their 
observations. 

Results of present investigation 

We have carried out a series of obsorvati 11s in a column 
450 ems. high and 10·3 and 4·44 oms. in diameter, using 
an air-water system in which the water was saturat d with 
air before velocity measurements wore made. The bubbles 
were produced at glass capillary tubes as previously desorib d 
and the velocities were measured by a stop watch. 

The results a.re r corded iu Tab] VII and those for the 
10 · 3 oms. tube shown graphically in Figs. 3 and 4. 

It will be seen that our results confirm thos of Allen over 
the first pa.rt of the curve and thos of Luchsing r, Hoef r 
and Miyagi in the region h yond the maximum. Th y also 
show that the linear relationship found by Allen for bubbl s 
up to 0·039 cm. radius may bo xt ndcd to 0·064. om. radius. 

oolumn.s 
Bubble Obsorvod Reynolds 
radius velocity (vt) numbor 
R ems. orns./soo. 

Diameter of column = 4 ·44 oms. 
1'empora.turo of water = 12 ·1 'i • C. 

0·029 5·9 28 
0·031 6·3 32 
0·040 8·2 55 
0·048 1)·9 79 
(J-056 11 ·4 100 
0·062 12·7 131 
O·OG4 13·1 140 
0·073 20·6 2150 

Ull~m ter of column = IO · 3 orris. 
Tomporl\.turo of w1\lor 18-21° C. 

p = 0 · 90 3 gm./oo. 
0 ·013 
0·025 
0·089 
0 ·090 
0·097 
0 ·140 
0·198 
0·220 
0·2.J:O 
0·250 
0·288 
0·314 
0·322 
0·370 

()' 211 
15·4 
28·0 
31 ·0 
29 ·3 
26· 1 
25·9 
27·0 
25 ·0 
24-·2 
23·5 
24·4· 
24·0 
24·7 

'1) = <H)l 02 poitio 
16·3 
75·4 

479 
li46 
1556 
715 

1004 
11 33 
lJ75 
1185 
1320 
l~OO 
11151 
183:t 
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For practical use, the best curve for t he syst em air-wat er 
has been drawn through the experimental· values of Allen, 
Bryn, Hoefer, O'Brien and Gosline, Miyagi, Luchsinger and 
the authors, and is shown iu Fig. 4. 

Some notes on coalescence 
It is a matter of observation that, when a liquid is highly 

aerated with small bubbles, coalescence may take place ; and, 
when large bubbles are rising in a liquid, the converse may 
occur, i.e. , a large bubble may split up into two or more 
smaller bubbles. It has also been noted that when air bubbles 
travel through oils (e.g., olive, castor, colza) there is a diminu
tion in size due to erosion. 

The conditions leading to coalescence do not appear to have 
been investigated in detail and there is, as far as is known, 
no complete explanation of the phenomenon. Versluys23 has 
discussed fluctuation in the density of rising mixtures of gas 
and liquid in an eductor and has postulated a mechanism by 
which liquid and gas may alternately constitute the dispersed 
phase. He does not, however, deal with the individual 
coalescence of pairs of bubbles. Maier (loc. cit.) has noted 
that, when streams of bubbles are produced at adjacent 
orifices, coalescence will occur during growth if the distance 

Fro. 5 

between t he orifices is less than the diamet er of the bubble. 
The effect is shown in Plat e II (a), (b) , (c) and (d). Hoefer, 
Miyagi, Luchsinger and Allen do not refer to the phenomenon. 

We have also observed the phenomenon when a stream 
of bubbles is moving freely in a column of liqui~. The con
dition under which coalescence occurs most freely is when t he 
bubblca a.re of such size as to be substantially spherical iu 
sha'pe and to travel along a vertical path ; in these circum
stances, a bubble may be observed to be sucked into t he slip 
stream of the bubble immediately ahead of it, the t wo remain
fog in proximity for a short interval and then coalescing. 
The essential condition appears to be the exist ence of some 
force, such as t hat due t o t he slip stream, holding the two 
bubbles ill contact for a short time ; thus, when sideways 
contact is made, coalescence 1:1 ldom occurs. 

It ha.a already been mentioned that a small gas bubble 
behaves like a solid sphere and this is interpret ed. to mean 
th~t it is surrounded by a rigid envelope or film of liquid 
which t ravels with it. Morley has calculated the thickness of . 
this film, in the case of solid spheres, and Miyagi the mass of 
water entrained by a gas bubble rising in a liquid. When two 
bubbles are forced into contact and are held together, it 
may be assumed that th ir respective liquid envelopes will 

unite as shown in Fig. 5 and that an unstable c?nfiguration 
will result . Since the radius of t he bubble will be large 
compared with t hat of the liquid waist, there will be a surf?'ce 
tension · force t ending t o produce the stable confi~ation 
resulting from coalescence. The resultant bubble will have 

3A ; -a radius of v 2 R. 

A bsorption of gas f rom bubbles 

In the foregoing treatment of bubbles it has been assumed 
that under isothermal conditions the liquid and gas phases 
are in equilibrium. When this is not th~ case, mass _traD;sfer 
will occur across the interface, a part of the gas. gomg mto 
solution and some of the liquid evaporating. It is proposed 
to consider here the simple case in which a soluble gas, carbon 
dioxide, rises as a stream of bubbles in a long column of 
air-saturated water. If the gas is pure, it will diss?lve and 
simultaneously some de-aeration of the water .will occur 
until eventually equilibrium in the three-compo~ent system 
will be attained. Provided the column is sufficiently long, 
practically the whole of the carbon dioxide will go into solution 
and the residual bubbles will consist pri.ncipally of oxygen 
and nitrogen. . . 

A theoretical treatment of the mechanism of solut10n will 
be found in the paper in this symposium entitle~ " The 
Aeration of Liquids," by R. E . Pattle. 

The Velocity of the rising bubbles.- During th~ a:p~ro~ch ~o 
equilibrium, the bubble will be progressively dinumshing m 
volume and its upward velocity may, therefore, be exp~cted 
to vary in accordance with the relationships shown graphwally 
in Fig. 4. In general, the velocity will t end to ap.proach 
asymptotically the terminal velocity corresponding with the 
size of the residual bubble. 

There is very little data in the literature on the rate of rise 
of bubbles of soluble gas in a liquid, but some values for car~on 
dioxide-water obtained by Guyer and Pfist er24 ·are summarised 
in Table VIII. 

TABLE VIIl 

Bubble velocity aa a function of bubble size for carbon dioxide-water at 20° O. 
(Guyer and Pfister) 

Initia l volume 
of bubble 

(ccs.) 
0· 005 
O·Ol 
0·02 
0 ·03 
0· 04 
0·06 

R adius 
R 

(cm .) 
0 ·105 
0 · 135 
0 ·178 
0·195 
0 ·21 
0· 25 

Average velocity 
of rising bubble 

(cm ./seo.) 
35·0 
31·5 
28·2 
26 ·8 
25 ·() 
24 ·5 

These average velocit ies for the smaller-siied bubbles, when 
compared with those for an air-water system, are higher 
t han would be expected ; and it is probable that, since they 
were measured in a column under 40 ems. long, end effects have 
masked the velocity-size relationship. Guyer and Pfist er 
give no data on the variation of t he size and velocity of t he 
bubbles with distance from the orifice. We have measured 
the average velocities of ascent and the final bubble volume 
for a range of initial bubble sizes in columns 10·3 ems. 
diameter and of lengths 30, 60, 80, 120, 145 and 456 ems. 
In all r-a<Jes t he column of water was initially saturated with 
air. 1'he bubbles were produced at a glass capillary orifice 
immersed beneath a layer of mercury at the foot of the column, 
so as to minimise absorption during t he t ime the bubble is 
forming in water. The initia1 size of bubble was determined 
for each orifice by measurement in 00 2-saturated water. The 
results are summarised in Table IX. 
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CUR.VE.S SHOWING TH!!. R.EU.,TIONSHIP Bl!.TW!:l!N INITIAi.. ANO FIN~ \IOLUNI!!. OF A. C9t 
&Ul&al..E IN AIR.-S,t..TUR.A.T!:O WP..TER. FOR. OIF'F'E~ENT COL..UMN HEIGHTS. 

0·00'15 

t) COl..UMN H!!.IGHT 14'15 CM. 

(!) COL.UMN Hl!IGHT IZO CM . 

ID COLUMN HEIGH\ 100 CM . 

¢ 'COLUMN ~E.ICiH"T 80 C"'1 . 

8 COl..UMN Hl!!:IGHT <00 C:M . 

0 ·01 0 ·01• o·oe o·oze 
FIN~L VOL.UM! OF l!!IUl!il!!iL..E (c.c:.) __..., 

Fro. 6 

~~i.OCIT . 30 

10 

oL~~bl---==:-;;;;:.=:~b;::::==~:;;=::s_----'~_J 
«><> soo 

Hl\QHT rA.OM NOZZ.L.E •CMS. 
Fro. 7 
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'rAnLE 1x 
Rate of ascent of carbon dioxide bubbles in water and percentage 

absorption 
Initial Residual Average C02 in 

Longth volume volume velocity residual 
of column of bubble of bubble of a scent bubble Ab~or·ption 

oms. cos. ccs . cm./sec. % % 
45fl·ll 0·000 12·5 

0·013 0·0007 13·9 1·98 99·92 
0·020 0·0011 15 ·5 3·85 99·85 
0·031 0·0012 15·8 3·63 99·90 
0·036 0·0021 15 ·7 1·51 99·94 
0·062 0·0030 4·75 99·84 
0·07 0·0037 17·4 1·31 99 ·90 
0·11 0·0041 19 ·1 2· 75 90·93 
0·21 0·0070 19 ·2 2·42 99·94 

145 0·067 0·0019 22·3 2·52 99·94 
0 ·077 0 ·0026 21·6 5 ·60 98·83 
0·100 0 ·0049 23 ·8 10·73 99·56 
0·106 0·0056 23·4 21·52 99 ·0 

120 0·030 0·0011 2·31 99·83 
0·036 0·0012 l ·30 99 ·96 
0·068 0·0056 l ·80 99 ·94 
0·122 0 ·0145 61. ·30 92·80 

100 0·038 0 ·0013 
0·058 0·0022 
0·064 0 ·0032 
0·069 0·0047 
O·l 13 0·0140 

80 0 ·010 0·0002 2 ·91 99·9!) 
0·020 0·0010 3 ·71 99·83 
0·035 0 ·0013 25 ·71 99 · 12 
0 ·039 0·0014 26 ·7 63·0 97·9 
0·065 0·007 23·9 81·1 91·9 
0·088 0·018 23·6 81·9 84·2 
0·100 0·023 25·8 -
0·112 0 ·028 24·2 83 ·2 80·6 

60 0·0041 0·00014 10·7 
0 ·015 0·00056 20 ·7 1·2 96·4 
0·022 0·0073 22 ·2 67 ·8 !l3 ·3 
0·030 0·0024 24·0 8·3 93·75 
0·037 0·004 26·9 87·5 82·5 
0·056 0·012 25 ·0 !H·2 78·4 
0·071 0·018 23·1 2·28 99·f) 
0·094 0·025 23·7 

30 0·0021 30 ·0 
0·0034 21·4 
0·0044 20 ·0 
0·039 27· 3 
0·023 30 ·0 
0 ·013 27·3 

It will be seen from the results t hat the average velocities 
depend upon the I ngth of column, th effect being particularly 
noticeable in the case of the smaller sizes of bubble. If the 
relation between the initial and final volumes of bubble for 
various column lengths are represented graphically as in Fig. 6, 
it is possible to calculate, for the 456 cm. column, the rate of 
cLiminution in the size of a bubble as it ascends and, by reference 
to Fig. 4, the instimtan ous velocity at various distances from 
the orifice. The results so obtained, for a bubble of initial 
volume 0·1 cc., arc si:..'>wn in ]'ig. 7. It will be seen that 

over the first 100 ems. of rise the bubble diminishes rapidly 
in size down to about one-tenth of its original volume and 
that at 145 ems. from the orifice contraction is almost complete. 
The calculated instantaneous velocities do not vary greatly 
with distance from t he orifice and have an average value of 
about 25 cms./sec. This value is higher than the observed 
average velocity, namely, 19 cms./sec. ; and suggests that 
mass transfer may be accompanie~ by some retarding effect. 

Tlie Rate of absorption of carbon dioxide 
Data for the absorption of carbon dioxide from bubbles 

rising in columns of varying length are given in Table IX, 
from which it will be seen that, except ip. the case of the larger 
bubbles, absorption is substantially complete within a distance 
of 100 ems. from the orifice. 

From the curves in Fig. 6 it is possible to calculate the rates 
of absorption for bubbles of varying sizes at different distances 
from tbe orifice. The results for three bubble sizes are 
summarised in Table X. 

T AlJLE x 
Rate.9 of absorption of carbon dioxide at viirying distances from the 

orifu;e 
Rate of absorption 

InitillJ s ize in ccs./sq. cm. of interface/sec. 
of bubble at distances from orifice: 

ccs. 
0 ·00 
0·10 
0 ·15 

20 ems. 40 cm R. 60 oms . 
0·033 0·034 0·030 
0 ·031 0·026 0 ·020 
0 ·032 0·024 0·016 

In general the rate t ends to fall off with distance from the 
orifice, particularly in the case of the larger bubbles. Our 
values are somewhat higher than those given by Guyer and 
Pfister, probably due to the lower v locities of a~cent, hut 
show a similar falling off with increasing bubble size. 
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